
Coaxial Cable Theory 
Welcome to the 2nd Quarter 2013 CSEI Technical Report.  

In the case of this report, I�ll willingly confess that in part, I�m strapped for time, and am therefore 
(re)issuing a technical article issued MANY years ago by a company no longer in existence. 
However, in saying this I�ll also state that the Texscan Technical Tips of the (I believe) 1970�s 
were some of the best ever issued � in terms of excellent treatises on basic electronics, video 
theory, and CATV theory and practice. 

Beyond this cover page, the remainder of this article is simply a scan of a series of three (3) 
Tech Tips issued by Texscan on coaxial cable theory sometime in the 1970�s. I also plan to re-
issue several other Texscan Tech Tips in the coming year; as again, I consider them to be some 
of the best �theory� articles written during that time period or since. 

As near as I can determine, the intellectual property rights �lineage� is as follows: 
 Article originally written by unknown person or persons at Texscan. 
 Texscan then combined with Antec for several years. 
 Texscan/Antec sold to Scientific Atlanta. 
 SA then sold to Motorola. 
 Motorola has since sold �portions� of the SA line to Arris; with Arris now a composite 

company owning all or portions of the following older companies: C-COR, Phillips, ADC, 
and Motorola/SA. 

So, if a �company� does indeed own intellectual rights to the following article, it�s likely 
Arris and I�m therefore giving them full credit at this time. 

Now read on for an excellent treatise on the cable that we work with each day, but often don�t 
understand as well as we should regarding theory of operation. 

Be sure to contact me if you have questions regarding the following article. 

Take care and best regards. 

Mark Bowers 
VP of Engineering 
Cablesoft Engineering, Inc. 






















